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4.3 DsE Environments for Producibility
The DsE concept of an environment for building software-based products is a
re nement of the abstraction-based environment concept. A product family targeting
customers in a speci ed coherent market expresses the abstraction on which a DsE
environment is built.
In recognizing that DsE environments are similar, differing in large part due to
differences in the needs of their targeted markets, an envisioned set of such
environments, being suf ciently similar, can be construed as a product family and built
as such.

The Nature of a DsE Environment

Building a Software-based Product
The central purpose of a manufacturing environment is resolution of decisions that
characterize the product model that de nes a needed product. The associated
assumption is that the environment includes the ability to build a product that is a
suf ciently close t to provide the capabilities that a given customer needs.
• Perform project/product management/administrative activities
• Iteratively specify product family decisions to characterize expected product
properties and behavior / Specify one or more candidate product models
• Specify decisions that de ne the product’s operational environment, related
entities, and relevant behavioral scenarios
• Comparatively evaluate the speci cation-derived product models using
operational scenarios
• Perform static and dynamic analyses for comparative evaluations of the (partial
or complete) product models according to quality criteria
• Further re ne decisions based on product model evaluations to derive (partial or
complete) products
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–

Speci cations and documentation

–

Source/object code and installation materials (device speci cations are input
to computer-aided manufacturing/fabrication: factory, assembly line,
machine tools, robots, 3d printers) {DsE subsumes CAD and integrates CAM
capabilities}

–

Evaluation materials and infrastructure

• Evaluate behavior and properties of derived product(s) in modeled operational
environment
• Deliver the product (hardware, software, user doc/procedures) based on the
product model (best t to behavioral quality criteria corresponding to current
customer needs)
• Install product with prescribed con guration alignment of customer operational
platform & process, initiation of logistics, and institution of user orientation,
training, and support

A Family of DsE Environments
As DsE is a methodology for representing a family of similar products and building
customized instances and a DsE environment is itself a product, it would be possible to
apply DsE to building customized DsE environments. Whereas building a “universal”
DsE environment family as such would probably not be a viable undertaking, a more
sensible idea would be to de ne a generic infrastructure with associated customizable
mechanisms onto which a product family for a targeted domain can be superimposed.
(an abstraction-based environment as the basis for a family of DsE environments)
Such a possibility was envisioned in the conception of abstraction-based environments,
the difference being that a single generic environment (Spectrum being a proof-ofconcept realization) could be the base upon which a domain-speci c environment could
be built (Figure 4.3-1). In reality, although the generic mechanisms would support
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Spectrum
Levels of Definition
different product families, there would need to be customizations of Spectrum in terms
of the concepts, design, and realization of products appropriate to different domains.

Domain-specific Specifications
Spectrum Specifications
Generic Components

Generic (Adaptable) Components
Virtual Devices: PRT CRT STR DBD NET
Data Abstractions: OBJ TYP RDB
Logic Abstractions: KRC STC
User Interface: FRM EDF SEF CTL IAC

SG Components
Virtual Computer
Target hdw/sw

SG Components: TRF CMP CFG

Figure 4.3-1a. A Conception of an Abstraction-based Environment

Envisioning an Environment for DsE
Grady Campbell, 17 June 2009
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Figure 4.3-1b. A Hierarchical Conception of Product Derivation in a DsE Environment

A Graphical Speci cation for Building a DsE Environment
{based on the elements of the DsE program model as de ned in chapter 3}
• Specifying management capabilities
–

Program Management Model

–

Domain Management Model

• Specifying domain de nition capabilities
–

Synopsis, terminology, and legacy

–

Commonality-variability assumptions

–

Variability-based deferred decisions
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• Specifying product family engineering capabilities (following the product model
of software product engineering in adaptable form)
–

Requirements Model

–

Environment Model

–

Design Model

–

Components Model

–

Analytics Model

–

Veri cation Model

–

Delivery Model

• Specifying product manufacturing process capabilities
–

Project Management (coordinating a project in collaboration with a customer
to derive a needed product)

–

Product Speci cation (resolving deferred decisions to create a product
speci cation that represents a product model)

–

Product Validation (validating that the product model properly satis es all
quality factor criteria for the envisioned product)

–

Product Realization (applying decisions to the product family to derive an
instance product model)

–

Product Veri cation (verifying that the derived instance product model is a
correct realization of the product speci cation)

–

Product Delivery (supporting transition of the product into customer
operational use and feedback)

• Specifying capabilities for supporting product manufacturing projects
–
•
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• Specifying a product development process and generate the supporting
environment
• Maintaining interdependencies among product model element instances
• Providing a platform for modeling operational environments and dynamically
evaluating problem-solution variants within those contexts
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